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Editor-in-Chief

maya
walker

From the study of psychology to the
Greek myth referencing beauty in
society, psyche is the root of so many
innately poetic emotions. Psychology
is the study of the mind. Psyche in
ancient Greek translates to soul. In
English, the word psyche most closely
means a person’s essence connected
to their thoughts, but the myth
focuses strongly on the physical
aspects of psyche – beauty, decay,
devotion. While reading the work
submitted, I and the team of editors at
Fulminare Review noticed a pattern of
works that interpreted psyche as
relating to the mind and another that
more frequently referenced the body.
This issue is split into two parts – mind
and body – that feature wonderful
work pertaining to all definitions of
psyche, the sky, and all in between. 

Whether it be Cin Que’s a
disintegrating case of love
pertaining to psyche meaning soul,
or Robin Kinzer’s And Salt the Earth
Behind You and Your Ugliest Cousin
relating to chronic illness and the
body, or the countless other
incredible pieces of poetry and
prose in this issue, Fulminare is
Proud to present our inaugural
issue, psyche, to the public.

editor'seditor's
notenotefulminare

sic itur ad
astra
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W I T H  P I E C E S  B Y :



I am more than this
I am more than only flesh, blood and a womb,
I am more than any definition by man or god 
I am wide as the skyline viewed from a zero something 
Point of intersection of visions
In outer space
I don’t even make sense
I am not supposed to 

I am beyond time and every measure of life and death
I am more than this, I am large, I am doubled infinity 
I am the flying essence that commits to speak
Through a mouth that will comfort, a mouth that that will wither
A mouth that will lie, love and dry 
I am the omnipresent essence that knows what’s what
The unchanging essence that knows who is whom 
And where is when and when is time done-
Time frightens me! The ephemeral being carrying all those aeons 
Who fought all those battles
I am weak in the strength it once was
I don’t even know what I’m saying. I know nothing, and nothing is everything I need
To be more than this

More than this carcass, more than the one of today
More than the one who lived, who was the other, who found the way
To walk until tomorrow, to not give up in the dusk
I am the one who comprehends 
The secret of large numbers and lost myths
I am the one who dreams the living and lives, 
I am in minuteness, everywhere, everything
I am more than a concept, a word that won’t fit on any page

I am, I am, I am

A D O R A  W I L L I A M S



THE FORTUNATE
AND THE
FORGOTTEN

It is sickening to stand idly in the sidelines when all you’ve ever wanted is to be the star player. You
dream, yearn and wish for all your heart’s desires, yet somehow, by a cruel deception of fate, everyone
else gets whatever makes them happy, but you don’t. Not you. Never you. Because, why would nice
things be given to you? This world is not fair and it’s certainly not pretty. That can only translate into
having to watch as all other people get full to their heart’s content whilst every scrap of hope gets taken
away from you right as your fingers brush it. But they only ever grasp thin air as all fleeting chances slip
away. Away from you and right into somebody else’s hands. Somebody who is actually fortunate.
Somebody who actually has it easy. But that somebody isn’t you. Not you. Never you. 

It is human to wish, and it is human to get sad when things don’t go the way one hopes. Yet, the
question that remains unanswered is that, if this is such an universal experience, then why does it seem
like some people get to have everything whilst others are stuck with nothing? Such is the power of the
mind. It lies and plays tricks. It makes you feel like the only flawed painting in a gallery of
groundbreaking masterpieces. Such are the tricks your own mind plays on you. It forbids  you from
seeing anything but success when looking at others, yet when you turn to your own reflection, there is
only failure for you to find. And so it does not strike you as a surprise when you find yourself starting to
believe that, when fortune was distributed, whoever had that job did not take you into consideration. 

They missed someone. You were forgotten.  You were overlooked. And as you scream and cry that
you’ve yet to have a wish granted, everyone else celebrates all the great things happening to them. All
other people rejoice so loudly that they don’t hear your agony. But you can only stand and watch them
swim in their golden pools of affluence. That is when the realization that you’ll never have that hits you.
And it destroys you. Your kingdom comes undone at the same time that other empires rise. 

There are other people so beguiling that deities fall on their knees just for a single touch. Such people
get swept away into glorious mansions where they can get everything they want. But you’re not one of
them. You have not escaped into a place overflowing with luxury. You remain in your misery, wishing
you thrived as greatly as those other people did. Consumed by jealousy, you yearn for what the
fortunate have, regretting that you were, instead, forgotten. Yet, despite all your pleas, the truth remains
that such a flourishing fate was not written for you. Not for you. Never for you. 

It is your punishment to never be saved; neither when you are pushed off a cliff, nor when you get
plunged into the waters of despair. When it is you who suffers, no one bats an eye. But should the same
happen to the most beautiful girl in the entire village, everyone rushes to her aid, including the gods
themselves. Even celestial beings put their lives on the line for her. This other woman, who seems
glorious and flawless in every aspect. She, the bride of love, who gets everything she wants out of life,
who is never rejected. She is the type of woman even deities themselves would endure inimaginable
suffering for. 



But you know deep in your bones that they wouldn't do the same for you. Because you don’t even shine
half as bright as she does. That golden rose of a woman that you’ve come to resent because of your own
insecurities and doubts. That woman that you will never be, because life is just unfair that way. It leaves
some people without so much as a scrap, and it gives everything to others. 

This woman gets to be favored and adored by the ruler of all desires. And that’s good for her, but what
about the rest of us? No one spares a second thought for any of the other girls around. Plain and
unremarkable when compared to her. And rightfully so, for if her grace can be compared to that of
Venus herself, why would anyone take their eyes off this woman and willingly turn to you instead? It is
no wonder her very sisters began resenting fate for giving her, and only her, all the splendor,
consequently leaving everyone else to make do with merely the tarnish and disgrace.

It is said that on Earth, there must be a balance, but where, pray tell, is the balance in some people
having everything gifted to them in a silver platter whilst others can barely manage to get through a
single day? Where is the balance in some people seeing eternal summer skies whilst others have
constant crashing storms? Fortunate people have everyone else running to shield them from any
tornado. But when it comes to you, all tides must be weathered on your own. When they went around,
looking for survivors in the shipwreck, they forgot one. They left one person behind. Thus, you are still
there, stranded right in the eye of the storm. Whilst everyone else was fortunate enough to be pulled
out from the sea of desolation, it is you who lies there forgotten. Eternally drowning though no one
pays you any mind. 

You wonder what would happen, instead, if this other woman, most desirable daydream, was the one
drowning instead. Not a single person would remain unfazed over her tribulations. Everyone would
worry over her in the same way they wouldn’t pay attention to your despair. She has powerful beings in
her corner to help her through any burden. You are all alone. She is adulated by everyone who sees her.
Everyone who sees you is repulsed immediately. It infuriates you, the way people favor her all the while
failing to notice you.

When you’ve spent so long mourning all that you never had, you start to come to the realization that
life does not give you what you want. Life is painted in the cruelest shade. It rebels against you and
forces you to struggle. But only you. Because everyone else can’t seem to stop talking about the
enormous amount of luxuries they possess. Eternally reveling in all the nice things they were given, but
never caring to find out if you even got anything yourself. They only care about their own opulence.
Everyone else can fade away into nothingness. As far as they are concerned, you are but a ghost.
Unperceivable. Inapreciable. Unapparent. Since you were not favored, you were cast aside. Thus, they
did not choose you. Not you. Never you. That is your curse, to never be chosen or appreciated. Your
spark never shining as bright as the others that come in thunderous. Their extravagance opaquing your
tiny scraps.

Your curse is to have your life be ridden by catastrophe. Misfortune personified. To never be
remembered, and rather, to be the one that was forgotten. Left behind, your feet caught in quicksand
rapidly sinking you under. The burden of all that could have been weighing you down. You sink faster
and faster. Yet, no matter how much you yell, no one will come to rescue you. Not you. Never you. And
so, you inevitably capsize. One blink, and you’ve wilted away. A candle has been put out for evermore,
never to be lit again.



aurora
memorialis

B R Y A N A  L O R E N Z O

You kept a scrapbook full of Polaroids tucked under the floorboards beneath my bed. Your
granddaughter said each black and white picture is actually a memory—you before dementia,
old age, when your twin was still around, when the past was still whole and not torn into tiny
fragments. You couldn’t recognize yourself in the pictures anymore, couldn’t parcel out who
your twin was and who you were. After all, you were both equal, inseparable, until you
weren’t. Some nights, you thumbed through the scrapbook to try and latch on to a memory.
But most nights, you need me there just to tell yourself apart. 

Jolene, sit with me now. When was the last time we looked through this scrapbook together?

Picture it—twin girls jumping off a picnic table. Their hair is cut short. They’re decked in
mint green—your favorite color—from their dresses to their matching headband to their
shoes. They’re smiling but they’re nervous, flailing about in midair, looking for support, for
safety. They find it in each other, grabbing tightly to each other's arms. Whenever you see
them through you often reach out a hand to grab one, your palm stopped by the reflective
film that reminds you they are only but an image. Even as you hear the butterflies fluttering
past them on the breeze. Even as you hear their stilted breath, exhilarated and terrified, as
they angle their knees to fall feet-first to the dirt. 

You were identical all throughout childhood. It was so hard to tell you both apart that you
made a game of it. Whoever guessed who was you and who was your sister got a cherry
lollipop. Nobody ever did, which was great because neither of you had any lollipops to give
out to winners. And now you couldn’t even tell the difference just as your classmates and
teachers couldn’t. You hand me a cherry lollipop. You don’t remember why. 

Hey Jolene, is it odd to mistake myself for you?

You did not remember difference. You never needed to. You simply knew it innately, felt it
just as thinking signaled that you were. You are. You’re here now. But to feel that difference,
your sister would have to be by your side, right then and there. Then you’d know the subtle
difference in the sway of her hair, the spring in her step, the way she smiled only after you
did. You noticed none of it when you were together, the same creature. You simply felt it to
be true, just as you now felt the still air on your shoulders. You shivered. 



Flip to another page, all the way to high school, and there you both are, no longer
identical. One of you is dressed in lime green tweed with a gray plaid skirt, while the
other wears a sea-green hoodie and ripped jeans. You smile at the sight, though,
stroking both figures, you realize you can’t remember which of you wore the lime
green and which wore the sea green. You eye me and I smile.

When I left, you poked back under the bed and took back the scrapbook, thumbing
through pages in the dim light. Even without pictures, there are some memories that
flow through your mind. Like the longing for a phone call. Or the absence of touch. Or
the absence of a voice. These sensations linger, just as the strangers in the photos linger.
The aurora memorialis runs through your head.

Jolene, are you out there still? 

What do you remember about the past? Just that you wore mint green. Your blanket is
mint green. The teal curtains which huddled you away from the soft sunlight of
morning were once mint green before you accidentally stained them and then threw
them in the washing machine with a blue sock by mistake. When and why did you
switch from mint to lime to mint again? And why would you marry a man who didn’t
get along with your sister? Or why would she marry one who didn’t get along with you? 

One photo falls out of the very last page of the scrapbook, you by yourself sitting next
to a mirror, your shoulder resting on the scratched silver of its glass. At first you didn’t
notice the mirror, and suddenly you saw yourself and your sister, sitting side by side,
leaning on each other’s shoulders. Then you blinked, and saw the mirror. 

Jolene, are you out there in the dark? 

I don’t go back inside your bedroom until you fall asleep. Then I come back in and put
the scrapbook back under your bed. Your heavy chest rises and falls like mint green
hillsides rolling off in the horizon at the end of summer. When did you last say my
name—my true name—as you so longingly say hers? I can’t recall myself. I take your
hand in mine, and you whisper for Jolene as I turn off your lamp. 



This poem is supposed to start 

with my mind caressing your memory,

the wind reaching for the face of God,

a love song lost in the lacuna

between remembering and forgetting.

To write this poem, I lay on my back 

suspending my mind over the sky,

approximating your face into it.

I remember your face, the

musicality of your laughter

               —honey.

It is Friday again and I’m dancing with my cat.

He meows How are you? and instead of

saying I’m okay, I tell him I still 

dream of sacrificing the sky for you;

that felt more appropriate than anything.

This poem is supposed to end with

my mind documenting loss

               —you.

But the distance between living and 

leaving is often a metaphor; I am too

a love poem.

I  STILL DREAM OF
SACRIFICING THE

SKY FOR YOU



L Y D I A  S O L L I N G E R

I’ve struggled with it my whole life, but it wasn’t until the last year or so when it got really
bad.

You see, I would always have these strange thoughts, these alarming thoughts. Thoughts
like what if I punched my brother in the face right now? What if I jumped off this bridge?
That kind of thing.

It was strange, but I could live with it. Until about a year ago. It got worse. I started to
worry if I was insane. 

I really thought I was losing my mind. I found myself always tapping out a constant
rhythm. I had to walk on beat, write on beat, talk on beat. 

Then, one day, sitting in the white-blue light of my doctor’s office, my issues got a name.
Obsessive-compulsive disorder. 

“No, Valerie,” my doctor told me, straightening her glasses and looking at me very
seriously, “You’re not crazy, or messed-up, or anything. The fact that these thoughts scare
you so much tells me just the opposite.”

I believe she thought it was going to make it easier for me. And, on the one hand, when
your brain tells you to do something completely evil and messed up, it is nice to know that
it isn’t really you who’s thinking that.

On the other hand, it doesn’t make it easier to get it out of your head. It doesn’t make you
feel great to know there really is something wrong with you.

Then it occurred to me, about a month ago, that I could avoid the intrusive thoughts, the
fear, the anxiety – all of it – if I just stayed away from situations that might make me
worry.

So I have barely left my house in four weeks. I have sat in my bedroom, and I have felt
completely and utterly alone.

That is where I am now, wanting to scream my head off, because it is summertime, and
dusk is falling, and the neighborhood kids are playing outside my open window. They are
so happy, full of joy and childhood innocence.



I lie on my bed, feeling the warm wind drift in through the window and caress my face. I hug
myself, staring up at my ceiling through the gathering gloom.

There’s a soft rapping at my door.

“Come in,” I say, my voice hoarse from not being used.

My mom enters, her long reddish hair hanging loose about her face, rather than tied back in its
usual braid. “Hey, Val. Can we talk?”

I push myself into a seated position, curling my legs up under me. “Yes,” I say cautiously,
because who knows what Mom wants to discuss.

Mom sits on the edge of my bed. “Do you know what your name means?”

I squint at her. This isn’t where I thought we were going with this. I thought it was going to be a
scolding about moping around and all that–she’s done it enough recently. She doesn’t
understand how empty I feel inside.

“Valerie?” Mom prompts.

"Ye-es,” I say slowly. When I was little, Mom would always come in to tuck me in before bed. 

“Good night, baby,” she would say as she pushed my hair out of my face. “You know what? Your
name means brave. You are brave, and you are strong. You are full of spirit. Never forget that. I
love you, Vallie.”

Now, Mom reaches out and places a hand on mine. “Brave. Strong. Spirit.”

I look at our hands rather than at her.

“I haven’t seen that in a while.” Mom’s voice is gentler than I’ve heard it since I was a little kid.
Not her typical “talking to my teenager” voice.

I squint at our hands, trying not to cry. Why is it so easy for me to come undone? I hate it. I hate
it. I hate this.

“Val, sweet girl, look at me.” Mom squeezes my hand.

I look up, my dark eyes meeting hers.

“You have so much inside you, baby.” She reaches out and brushes my hair out of my face. “You
have spirit. You are spirit. You can’t let all this take over you. You can’t run for too long, or you’ll
lose yourself.”



I pull away from her, the movement shaking tears from my eyes. “I think it’s a little late for that, isn’t
it?”

Mom shakes her head. “No. It isn’t. I can’t give you your spirit back. No one can do that except you.
I’ve tried to give you space. Now I’m giving you a push. And a job. You need to do something–
anything–within these next couple of weeks to find that spark again.”

I glare at her. “Don’t tell me what to do. You don’t understand.”

“You’re right. I don’t. And I’m so sorry this is happening to you. I’m so sorry you feel like this. But
you need to listen to me, Val. Having OCD doesn’t make you broken. What makes you broken is
refusing to be whole.”

I turn away. “I’m tired. I wanna go to sleep.”

“It’s only eight.”

“Sleep gives me spirit, Mom,” I say.

Mom doesn’t look impressed. “I’m serious, Val. Bravery. Spirit. Find it. Find your Valerie again.”

She gets up and she leaves me in the now almost total darkness of my bedroom. I pull my knees up
to my chest and stare out the window at the little girls who live next door playing in the street.
They’re wearing flowered skirts and bows in their hair and playing basketball with their big brother’s
hoop.

I bite my lip so hard I taste blood. I felt like that once too. And now all I feel is a deep longing to be
little again. 

I take a deep breath. 

What makes you broken is refusing to be whole.

Spirit. Find it.

What is it that makes little kids happy? I chew on the insides of my cheeks. I used to get intrusive
thoughts when I was little, too. But somehow they didn’t lead to so much panic, to this bleak
emptiness. I would just shrug them off and move on.

What is it that was different then?

Spirit.

I stand up. A job. To find my spark again. I barely know where to begin. I could dig out the old paints
I haven’t used in over a year. I could go out and ride the bike I haven’t touched since I was thirteen. I
could jump on the bed like a misbehaving toddler again. 

I take a deep breath. I truly am tired. Tonight doesn’t seem like the best time to start any major life
changes, but I guess I could do a little taking care of myself before bed.



I wash my face. I comb my hair. I put on actual pajamas instead of the AC/DC shirt I’ve practically
lived in for over a week. I dig out the notebook my therapist wanted me to write in. I write one
sentence.

I will find my spirit. I will find my Valerie again.

I lie back down on my pillows, and I stare at the ceiling. I will begin my job in the morning.

Strangely, I sleep better than I have in my months. When I wake, I feel the tiniest bit lighter. I
make myself shower and get dressed. I force myself to eat cereal and a banana, and then I go
outside to our pool.

My older brother and my mom are swimming, the hot sun beating down on them.
 “Morning, Val!” Mom calls. She doesn’t make a big deal out of the fact that I’ve willingly left my
room for the first time in ages.

I silently thank her. Then I sit down on one of the beach chairs, and, closing my eyes, I tilt my face
up towards the sun.

Later, I eat lunch with my brother. I spend the afternoon playing cards with my mom. I sit at the
dinner table and find myself not having to force down the food.

We have a family movie night. 

I go to bed.

Throughout the day, the intrusive thoughts still come. Half the time, I feel empty while I go
through the motions. But the other half the time, I truly feel at peace. I enjoy my dinner. I like
spending time with my family.

I'm lying in the darkness again now, listening to the neighborhood kids play. But there’s a slight
difference now. I don’t feel quite so empty.

It can’t be that easy. I have a feeling I might feel terrible again tomorrow. But just going through
the motions today has made me feel the tiniest bit more normal. LikeI feel a little like Valerie again. 

I pull my blankets up to my chin and roll over.

Maybe the first step is just realizing what my mom told me.

Maybe it’s true that the only really broken thing about me is that I’ve not let myself be whole.

 But maybe I’ll have to wait till tomorrow to know for sure.



if you were to build constellations
from my thoughts
they wouldn’t last for long.
you could try to hang them in the sky
or stitch them to the stars,
but it’s only a matter of time.
the threads will snap under the weight
and dissolve beneath the burden.
and when they sink, they’ll sink in silence
deep into the clouds.
for fear isn’t strong
it doesn’t shine;
it stains and it scratches
it cracks and it crumbles
it shatters and leaves
the dust of my worries to swirl
in the eddies of our galaxy.

celestial
sorrows

C A R O L I N E  C H O U



S O F I A  L E M A Y

She –
Runs her hands
Over her crystal ball
I think this orb –
Might hold the world
Or maybe –
It’s empty
She’s the psychic
Not me

She –
Takes my hand
Maybe the
Lines
On my palm
Tell stories
Yet to be lived
Or maybe –
That’s
Just a fairy tale

She –
Tells me of a future
Bright as a star
(cliché, but so was her outfit, her office (she called it a den), her mystical voice)
I think her words
Are beautiful
Or maybe –
Nothing more than spun clouds –
An illusion of water droplets
And I,
A child wanting to find –
Some meaning in the sky

She –
Takes my money
I think it was well-spent
But maybe –
Not at all
Maybe –
The price to pay
Is for comfort.



C I N  Q U E

It was a painful and painstaking growth that couldn’t have happened overnight, but the
inattentive and naive were led to believe so. 'I lost my friends in the flood' is what the little birdie
of epiphany came around to tell me. A slow but inevitable forthcoming, like a realisation that
settles during a vivid sleep and surges upon waking up in a mundane morning. With my mind
constantly being displaced and my body responding with anguish; I recalled an old piece of
advice: 'Say and do the opposite, lie if you have to. Some lies are much more bearable than the
truth. And perhaps, through all the lies, you will sift through and emerge with a greater truth.'

        And so I'd like to start again, 'I gained more friends in the flood than ever before.' They drop
by when they wonder how I'm doing. We talk about the most trivial yet interesting things, like
whether the 's' sound comes from the letter 's' or 'c' in the word "descent", what cats do with their
nine lives, or why adults feel the need to put labels on things and then further into a box, once its
status has worn off like in Pluto's case.

During one of the instances that my friend came to visit, I found a baby bird peeking out from a
rosebush. I had never known of a bird that learnt how to take off in the night. But there it was,
defying the scholar's words as it intently resisted gravity with its fervently new-grown wings. Its
steady gaze from its black beady eyes reminded me of a friend I went to college with. It ushered
forward. Did it fall or did it take flight just in the nick of time? Was it my imagination that its
flight began to falter, unable to withstand the gusting wind, in the corner of my eye as I turned
away?

         I learnt some summers ago that bathing in the first light of youth doesn't guarantee a
fruitful life. If it fell, how far did it fall? Is potentiality or experience used as a better measure for
a fall? Those black eyes burned a hole into my memory.

I continued to return to the house, arms bearing the weight of freshly chopped firewood and feet
shaking off any loose dirt before re-entering. My friend swirls across the room and their cooking
spatula waved elegantly between hanging pots and pans. I feed the small fire and it crackles. It
was a natural talent of my friend's - spinning and balancing like the globe on its axis. The warmth
from the sparks cyclically lit up and died out, watching it makes my eyelids feel heavier. I lean
against the back of a weathered armchair, its right arm draped with my friend's cane and off-
branded coat. ‘Is it okay if I take a nap?'

'Sure, when you wake up, the broth should have finished simmering, the fruits will have ripened
and the wine will have aged. All in good time.'

'I'll leave it to you then. Just a quick break. I'll be with you in a moment...'



I see my friend pointe their toes, flick their legs and gesture a large bowl in the air with curved
arms, as if they were gently cradling our appetite for dinner. For the future. We gave into time
alone and were led somewhere else; my friend shifts their limbs to revert to the first position
arabesque pose.

'Don't touch them drugs. It'll make you a sinner and make you older.' The children on the way
to school looked at the elderly carrying yard sticks and their hunched backs with pride. The
youths imagined the lessons waiting to be learned, each varying like the lengths and unique
grains of the sticks. They politely nodded in greeting to the elderly and scurried past. The class
bell resounded across the school yard and to the entrance gates.

         My friend slices the fish into pieces as precise as the measured increments of its spine.
Back then, we were naive to think that there was only one kind of adult, as if there were neat
rungs of a ladder to reach adulthood. We believed we saw that ladder many times at my friend’s
aunt’s house, where we spent our afternoons after school. The ladder to the attic was made of
glazed wood and kept pristine, and each rung had been spaced at the mercy of an adult’s height;
we struggled to hold in our laughter when we attempted to climb it with our awkwardly widened
steps. It’d be effortless to climb now, but I wonder what my reason would be for doing so.

Despite the countless times I played at my friend’s house, I was too afraid to look directly into
my friend’s aunt’s eyes. Not even after I asked if Uncle would be joining us at the table during
the first visit, in which she cleared her throat and gestured to my friend to show me Uncle’s
portrait guarded by incense sticks. Not even after I asked why Aunt couldn’t accompany us if
she forbade us going to the attic by ourselves. Not even after my friend relayed Aunt's invitation
to go to my friend’s ballet concert and we sat less than a forearm’s length in the audience.

         My friend was chosen as the prima donna, they shined so brightly that day, that though we
managed to get front-row seats, we felt so far from the gracefulness they emanated with each
movement across the stage. They made us forget that the human body’s limbs didn’t naturally
extend and step with such pressure since birth; we believed we were witnessing an extraordinary
unraveling of what a human could become, simply because they were wired for the course of
growing up and eventually becoming something and someone. If that was the case, it was only a
matter of time for my friend to outgrow those pair of ballet slippers.

But to Aunt’s dismay, it was in a less than ideal way. My friend’s expression seemed much
dimmer when they danced, after seeing Aunt climbing up the ladder with their worn out ballet
slippers slung over her shoulder. A stilted physique that was riddled with vacant stares mid-
conversation, memory blanks and just sheer confusion at odd times. When I asked about the
unfamiliar circle of friends that frequented the school roof, what fell over my friend was a veil
of no one’s accord. Aunt gave them space and financial support, for she couldn’t retrieve lost
time, and flew to another country.

My dear friend, what about the ladder? Would you climb it now?

‘What ladder?’ They chuckled, ‘Still half asleep, are you?’

I was musing aloud while dialing the emergency contact numbers and answered the automated
questions. I nod at them once I finish and gather some towels and a bucket from the laundry.



‘I don’t know about climbing any ladders. I couldn’t tell you which is down, left, right...’ They
clutch their lower abdomen with shut eyes. ‘All I can think about is going through.’

Like that nursery song, about going through the forest? ‘Can’t go over it, can’t go under it, we
must go through it.’

They manage a laugh tinged with deliria, but as sober and pure as I have ever seen them since
their pregnancy. The knocks on the door mimic the contractions and their hyperventilation
mingle with the ever-crackling fire. I squeeze their hand as the paramedics laid them swiftly
and gently onto a stretcher. We would keep in touch even after all these years.

Moments later, but before the night fell completely, my friend’s partner messages me, just
words and no pictures. I wrap the thawed fish and slide it back into the fridge, staring
numbingly at the fish’s dead eyes a little longer, wishing I could close its eyes and have the
strength to lay certain moments to rest. Live long enough to see the ugly side of life and keep
on living so that you try to unsee it in the end.

I lay there, on the sofa, facing towards the window, watching a bird perching on a branch of
the same level as the windowsill. It steps expectantly with its wings spread out. But with its
flapping paired with an uncoordinated and clumsy nature, it dips into gravity. I could almost
feel its slip as if it were my own. The hairs at the back of my neck stood up as I slept by the
fire.



SHE SAYS, I  ONCE
MET A
MANSPLAINER IN
THE NIGHT
and then she’s distracted by 
his (hands)

intermingled with the dust he drags further along the blackened 
mantle when he grins 
and explains the price of ether
in words that curl and waft and smoke
charring when they (touch) the air, never truly
coming down to strike the woolen earth

gold rush and frozen eyes
lego toys and vacant stares
curly hair and silver blush 
butterflies and choir boys

where do we come from, 
one of them asks, where are we going
and it’s as she expects to find plato 
himself nestled within the waves of his skull
but he only responds

when she burns markings into his hands with neon rain
and he practices saying his curse words into the mirror
and she colors into the (shimmering) lines of his smile
when he looks off into the distance just a bit too hard 

(so he must be a ghost, right)
but the wagons keep turning and the stars keep burning
who are you, who are you, who are you?
and we discard what we love to hold fast to this tattered beauty
so we can count the axles of the lanterns that cloud the golden sky.



sometimes i question if I have a soul. 

i don’t plan, don’t care, don’t mind.

but i breathe, i overthink, there’s desolation.

is that what having a soul is?  

surviving, not caring if tomorrow will be the last.

if it is, then i don’t think i want one.

i don’t want the feeling of nothingness,

the feeling of being inadequate,

of loneliness.

i don’t want a soul.

do i have a
soul?

C O M E T  C E L E S T E



It is impossible to be pretentious at the beach.
My one lonely foot steps into the smoke and soot
of the waves, surveys the year-long field that brought it here.
My mother is made of blueberries and my father drowned in mosquitoes;
anything tall is a tree and makes me slightly less free.
My love isn’t something to covet but it tingles like tiny lilacs, lilies in the breeze
touching down as the fire of distant street lights licks the bay, metal when it’s meant to be
my day to look for Babylon. Out on the beach looking for Babylon; I found you a pearl
in place of my touch. I want to hold you but it is too hot. Hanging gardens. I want to decorate
my sandcastle with them even if it comes crashing down on me inadvertently, or advertently.
I’d like to be buried in beauty, but not for pretentious reasons because
it’s impossible to be pretentious at the beach.

BABYLON-ON-SEA



strawberries
Z A R Y  F E K E T E

 I have a condition…an ailment…a sort of sickness which can’t be seen. From the outside I look
like an ordinary girl, but beneath the gay surface there is a kind of splinter in my mind. I feel like
I am being pulled between two worlds. In one world I smile and breath fresh air and embrace
life. In the other all I see beneath the fabric of reality are awful rippling clusters.

My wife has booked us an all-expense stay vacation for the weekend in the large hotel
which overlooks the city. We often looked at the hotel when we took the occasional car
ride around town. We choose this weekend because the hotel is next to a park where
they will be having a harvest moon festival tomorrow night. 

We’re just coming down for breakfast on our first day when I notice the strawberries.
There are pancakes, pastries, cold cuts, lots of fresh fruit…strawberries.

I don’t want to look at them. An empty plate dangles in my hand as I stare down at the
berries’ plump, ripe, red bodies. Each strawberry is dimpled throughout with tiny,
minute indentations…each containing a small black seed. I touch my temple lightly and
twist my lips. It takes some effort, but I finally turn away.

At breakfast my wife spends a lot of time talking about her upcoming meetings. She’s
tremendously important, and her confident manner of speech makes it easy for me to
drift lightly off of her words without worrying about whether I need to answer her
specifically.

She asks me how I feel after the week’s-worth of new prescriptions. I haven’t especially
noticed a difference, but I tell her I’m feeling much better. As I talk my mind slowly
keeps returning to the strawberries. I don’t feel quite right. It won’t leave me alone. 

We return to our room. I decide to take a jog. After pulling on my jogging gear I take
the elevator to the ground floor. This hotel is nice enough to warrant hiring a man to
open the door for the guests. I thank him for holding the door for me, but I
purposefully avoid looking at the pattern on his tie.

I begin to jog down the sidewalk. In a moment I am across the street and making my
way at a brisk pace through the park next door. I cross several thoroughfares and am
just beginning to feel a degree of settled calm… when suddenly I come to a stop. 

C O N T E N T  W A R N I N G :  I N T E N S E
D E S C R I P T I O N  O F  M E N R A L
I L L N E S S



The path in front of me has been recently paved with fresh asphalt and the tar has
gathered, while hardening, into a shallow collection of rippled waves near the edge of
the sidewalk. I stare at the stippled surface of the black tar with a sensation
reverberating through my mind. The asphalt ripples are regular but also unnatural and
I can’t explain to myself why I should hate looking at them. There is a faint shudder of
revulsion. I breathe deeply several times while looking up at the sky. Everything about
this feels so vividly familiar.

I return to the hotel. My wife and I take a moment together on the balcony. I don’t
remember much about what she says. 

That night I sleep fitfully and repeatedly need to turn and readjust my body and tuck
my head just so. This happens often enough that around 3AM I am positively wide
awake and staring off into the middle darkness of the room. I hear my wife’s deep
breaths next to me. 

As I look into the darkness I feel, almost as though it were waiting for me…the
strawberry pattern begins to creep inward from the peripheral parts of my vision.
Although the room is completely dark, my mind creates the rhythmic, undulating,
ceaseless hollows of the strawberry skin and each tiny, black dot at the shallow centers
feels like it contains a black universe of unknown and unsleeping terror. 

The dark blackness of each dimpled strawberry spot seethes with an unspeakable
horror, and I suspect that there are wet places in there which contain eyes and clusters
of things. Maybe I’m dreaming. Surely this won’t follow me into the next day.
 Somehow, I sleep again and, in the morning, while I look up at the ceiling, I am
relieved that I both see and feel a sense that the pattern before my vision has smoothed
itself out again. The soft, off-white of the ceiling is mercifully free of any horrid
ripples.

I tell my wife that I’m not hungry this morning and I go instead to the gym. I use my
room key to let myself into the gym and the door closes behind me with the satisfying
click of a well-manufactured piece of 21st century architecture. I open and shut the
door again twice more just for the pleasure that accompanies the crisp, snapping
efficiency of latch and strike plate. The lock is firm and reliable. It is not organic and
there is no part of its surface which is fleshy or fungal or horribly cellular.

I press the start button on the machine and settle into my run. For first 10 minutes I
gradually work my way up into a rhythm that is fast enough to draw sweat. At long last
something begins to feels right inside of me. My deep breaths feel cleansing and I can
almost believe that my last month was the life of some other girl who had some other
pains, none of which I have or have ever had.

Each step is firm. Every foot plant is sure. Every surface is solid. There are no
strawberries.



I push the emergency stop button on the machine. The belt gradually slows enough to
allow me to move into a walking pattern and I am almost unbearably grateful for the
smooth rubber tread which crisply grips the soles of my running shoes. 

I turn to the door to leave…and that’s when it strikes me. I smell something in the air…
which I know is not really there…and I hear, yes, yes, I hear music although I know that
that there are no sounds. I drop my towel to the floor and, sure enough, just like last
month, the floor begins to tilt and sway, and the mirrored reflections of myself which I
see in all corners of the gym are suddenly spinning. There is then a horrible rippling
insect darkness which spreads inward, closing around my mind like a drain.

I am falling into a yawning chasm. I look up and I see the fitness room in the hotel
flying far away from me above until nothing is left of it except a tiny bright star in the
universe of blackness that surrounds me. But then I notice the pattern. It is all around
me. It pulses.  

I feel like I am suffocating…yet, I cannot escape. There is a gravity somewhere that is
pulling me down toward an awful sickness below. I hear a steady thrumming churn, like
something being digested in acid. I see an eye opening below me. Its lids are of
blistered, bulbous, leprous skin. I open my mouth to scream. I can’t. The eye below
grows wider and wider. It wants to swallow me. It wants to sew me into itself. 

I open my eyes. I am awake. I believe I am on the ground. I must be because there are
so many faces peering down at me. I don’t recognize any of them. They are all the faces
of people who must have found me…where? Oh, yes, here in the gym. On the floor.

The faces are encouraging and worried and one young woman presses her hand firmly
against my shoulder as I try to rise. She tells me to lay still…the ambulance is on its way.
 The next several images are difficult to clearly remember. There are medics in their
crisp uniforms. There is the ambulance. There is the siren whirling and swirling again
and again, calling out to the world as the vehicle, neatly and efficiently, whisks me to
the waiting docking bay of whichever hospital they have chosen for me.

And then I’m in a spotless white room with dimmed light and the soothing voice of
nurses and cups of cool water. I am so relieved. There is in my vision an absolutely
endless tapestry of white hospital sheets stretching as far as the horizon of my mind
and they are all completely and flawlessly sharp and smooth and absolutely unwrinkled.
 They give me something for sleep. I sleep in total darkness with the solid weight of the
earth pulling me down securely against my bed. The darkness is total and complete
with no seams and with only the reassuring embrace of black comfort.

The next morning I awake. Refreshed. My wife comes into the room. Her look is one of
careful, measured concern. She assures me that I can stay here as long as I need. She
tells me that my mother is so worried that she has written me a card. She takes out the
card to show me. I scream. I scream and scream. On the card there are strawberries.



THE DANCING
BALLOON

Have you ever been envious of a… balloon? A big tube of plastic fluttering and snapping against the
wind, rising and lowering as the breeze picks up and drops its velocity. One second, it stands erect;
and, the next, it is hit by a strong current of wind, sending it swaying on its heels.  

However, the little face on it – with its dot shaped eyes and a cheery smile – remains lively. Of course,
that face has been drawn on the plastic by a sketch pen, and it only seems as vivacious as it is devoid of
any actual emotion.  

It’s a drawing, for crying out loud! Just like all the yellow smiley stickers or red stars I used to get in
school for scoring well in my examinations. Oh, how happy those little tokens of recognition used to
make me. Looking back, I think I can say those moments of jubilation meant a lot more than any
“real” accomplishments (including a promotion at work, getting a book published, buying a house) I’ve
had as an adult.  

If you think that is incredibly sad, I won’t disagree with you.  

So, I’m sitting in my car, watching an air dancer at a petrol station to my left. The summers have given
way to monsoons, and, today, a gust of wind is blowing across the city. The forecast said a torrential
downpour was on the cards, which should come down as early as eight-thirty a.m. Since that is when I
ordinarily leave for work, I thought to get to work earlier than usual. Driving in the city is a nightmare
in itself, and, when you compound it with rains, the whole exercise becomes too difficult to handle. 

The inflated yellow tube dances on its pivot, flailing as the air dictates its movement. The balloon
wears a little blue and green hat on its head. Even though the part of my mind which got me through
two years of high school physics tells me this hat is an extended part of the same tube rather than
something that has been added separately, I find myself amazed at how the smiling tube, flapping
against the wind, is able to keep it on. On its belly – a feet or two taller than the roof of my car – is an
abstract design done artfully in red, orange and a yellow shade darker than the rest of its body. This
design changes in its appearance each time the wind bends the balloon. 

Standing tall, the unliving tube is a celebration of colours. An exuberant splash of richness that is so
much in contrast to the gloom of the Monday morning around it.  

The balloon lurches forward. The air conditioner in my car groans. And I have a second to wonder
why, on what many folks living in this part of the world would call a lovely weather, I haven’t rolled
my windows down instead. But before I could act on the thought, it is replaced with a vision. 



The smile on the balloon’s face, as it bends backwards and returns, seemingly widens. Even though I
do realise it is, in every sense of the word, an inanimate object, I’m convinced what constitutes its lips
has stretched a little more to its sides, pronouncing that curl even more. And, then, the two lips part.
 From what was only but a bent line serving as that smile emerged two “lips,” parting from one
another. The same part of me, which I relied on to score the highest grades in the entire department
in high school, has ceased its efforts in convincing me I am merely imagining it. Now, it’s trying to ask
me another, more pertinent question. Should I be scared at what I’m seeing? The balloon bends
forward once again, this time so low that I can almost see the top of the blue and green hat (a white
mark lies at the top, signifying I don’t know what), before it comes back up. The design on its belly,
temporarily hidden from my view, becomes visible again.  

Later in the day, my mind would wonder if what I saw next was true or not. Of course, it couldn’t be.
There was no scientific logic that could explain it. It was as unreal and impossible as the smile of the
balloon that had turned into a laugh. An unrestrained, unfettered laugh, which I could not just see but,
sitting inside my car with my windows rolled up, actually hear too.  

What I saw were bits and pieces of what appeared to be confetti – bright and conspicuous against the
cloud covered grey sky – spewing out of it. The wind bent the balloon backwards, so that its face, and
the laugh that was on it, faced the heavens. And out from its mouth came a stream of confetti; red,
green, orange, purple. The confetti shot out in the sky, where it lay suspended for a while and, then,
danced and floated as it came down. Once the balloon had thrust these contents from its mouth, it
straightened, and then I could sense… 

It was looking at me.  

Even though my mind wouldn’t let me believe it, I saw what I saw. Its eyes, essentially two large black
dots, were trained on me. They looked down at me, a feeble man afraid of the trivialities of the
everyday life, as if in sympathy. I even sensed it shake its head in disapproval. And it said something.
Although its mouth had closed, and its parted lips were replaced with a thin curve as it was before, I
heard it clearly. I knew, as well as I know that the sun rises in the east, that none of the people in the
cars surrounding mine would have heard it.  

Because it was speaking to me. Only me.



oasis
A R I A N A  D U C K E T T

You already know you can't climb the trees in your dreams
but there are beautiful things you can find when you level your gaze with

the horizon,
take a breath as long as a river

and transform your thoughts into flowers.
The honeysuckles offer a taste of summer

and the hummingbirds soothe the fear in your head.
A cold glass of water sends you hundreds of miles downstream

to a far off place
where you can talk to the birds and dance in the grass.

You learn that inner peace is attainable,
and the trees do not stop you, but help you

wake up
 



Y V E T T E  C H A N

Did I fall onto my knees because that girl haunting my dreams was getting bored of
sitting still.  

She aches for action while my hands were occupied, taking apart candy floss and
sucking sugar from the tips of nails, manicured and immaculate. Yet, the day I kissed
the ground, swore into the chill of dusk, innocence fled from my lips bound into
someplace invisible. Even then, when breath escapes from lungs caved inward, she
envelops me. At every corner, she lurks.  

Did I let her overtake or was I the reason for her emergence.  

Lost in the woods and tangled vines are dreams coercing to give to divine powers
that seem to fuel her. And the stranger girl keeps me awake during the red hours. I
see no shadows in this realm, only one way forward and towards her. She will scold
me for picking at my nails, for letting them break off jagged and unclean, for the
dust buried underneath, for being tough enough to scratch through skin. 
 
How does one rise from the ocean floors to travel to the milky-way.  

Switching from dread to all the forms of ecstasy takes a lot out from the girl in my
dreams. She looks great on her pedestal, lollipop between her lips, hands tapping, an
irritant in her eyes as she avoids looking down at me. I’ll be able to catch her through
those reflections on dampened floors, ask her why she’s so obsessed with me and
also a bandaid for the scrapes on my knees.  

The girl says she’s tired of this normalcy, when does the fun begin.  

Save a date for her on my calendar before I forget her entirely. I’d wish for better
visitors in my dreams, but she’s grown on me. She’s sweet enough to not be me, and
different enough that I see our similarities. Through the camera lens I’d be able to
tell more, but sitting still isn’t on brand for her. Where are the blood red skies, white
smoke and mirrors? Where is the danger she wants to conjure?  

I sit at the edge of a table, wondering if she’ll stop haunting me once both feet touch
the ground. 



WHY VAN GOGH
PAINTED STARRY

NIGHT

Your grief lingers through the night breeze,
Between the hues of flickering gold,
And unraveled blues in the vast sky.
Your suffering is seen in the serene,
In the warm glow of your landscapes.

Your melancholy is encapsulated
And it cannot be more vividly familiar to me.

We are dolent phantoms in a world,
Where nighttime is engraved into the atmosphere.
We make ourselves believe no one will ever
Be able to fathom the pain that daunts us.

So we bestow the tragedy that lurks in our souls,
Seeping our sadness into art,
Weeping til someone earnestly understands.

I hope you do know,
I understand.
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(end here)

 
a word = the beginning

with letters, signs, sounds
a term made by themselves

  a cluster of electricity experiencing biology
something besides forms of energy aligned inside
a name, like our own, a bare attempt at meaning 

and someone said “god” and God became
all Gods had said a word, a world

     from Palestine to Hocabá
 A word creates a world

              A word.
                Word.

 
     (Start here:)



C I N  Q U E

Ubiquitous and constant, yet not to be held / Once dipped in - soaked, drenched -
the surrender of the body follows / May the darlings live “happily ever after” / But
how delicate / Those that bear too much – irrational, blinded / Or those with far too
less – hollow, heartless / The search has been since Holocene / since our bones were
satiated with pisces’ murmurs /// 
At sea or the bloodstream / draw a line that links tragic fate and the closing eyes /
Transient beauty of starfalls in the rise of night / Or be it a coincidence / in which
the stars spontaneously collide / The emitting glow from people, places and things
cast for miles /// 
How elusive / When someone’s happiness derives from your melded fragments /
When you’re left with yourself at blinking dawn / Your tongue curls at my syllables,
you call in the stillness once again / Dear, for who knows and for how long / until
you reach the end of the search for certain / yes, until then / I’ll make pearls of your
calcification / I’ll be echoing from within, through recycled fractures /// 



It’s December. The sun is on your back warming your shoulders. A door you’ve walked through
a hundred times is in front of you, and on the other side are familiar faces that have known
you since before your own memories formed. 

With reluctance, you put your hand on the doorknob, discolored from use, and are greeted by
cold grief. It chills you in an instant, making you feel as if the sun never existed. A few steps in
front of you, in the living room where you and your cousins would open presents every
Christmas Eve, lies the body of your Tío. He isn’t the formidable figure that taught you how to
box so you could stand up to the bullies at school. Right there in front of you, is the man who
put ice on your bruised face as he told you he was proud of you for standing up for yourself
when others wouldn’t help. 

And he is cold, cold, cold. Emaciated from cancer that would not stop eating until there was
nothing that remained but dust waiting to be returned to the earth. This is the first time you’ve
been confronted with death. An intimate death. A death that has taken someone you have been
close to your entire life, and who you loved even as the pain and delirium twisted them into
something ugly and unkind.

When you buried your grandmother, you were five and you thought it was a game. You took
no notice of the mourners around you, and time has distorted that event so thoroughly that
you can see yourself throwing a rose on the casket as if it were you being laid to rest. 
However, there is no such innocence in this household, the heart of your family where
generations have come together every Thanksgiving, Easter, and Christman in celebration.
There will be no children laughing and running through the carpeted halls today. There will be
no laughter for many days to come. Instead, your Tío’s children will try to make sense of this
loss—a loss that they knew was an inevitability. But inevitability does nothing to lessen the
blow, nor the guilt of feeling relieved at his passing. 

Your Tía sits on the couch next to the medical bed that her husband lays upon. Her tears are
silent as she holds his rigid hand. But you don’t cry. Those tears won’t come even if we look
into the future where dozens gather to say goodbye on a grassy hill overlooking a highway that
lends its noise to the grieving mass that surrounds you. You don’t cry because, here in the
present, your Tía will tell you to take care of your father. Your father who is crying at the
dining room table just behind what was once your Tío. Crying while your cousins Linda and
Grace are in the kitchen cooking to keep busy. And you don’t even know how to begin to help,
so you won’t cry. That’s the kind of sense you can make from a day like today. 

Not that it matters. Not yet anyway. None of that has yet come to pass. For now, no one has
noticed you’ve entered the house. All that has greeted you in the thirty seconds that have
ticked away since you’ve arrived are the open mouth and eyes of the dead, waiting to consume
you.

S E T H  M O R A L E S



after Aphra Behn’s On Her Loving Two Equally
 
your tongue is made of arrows so i carve concentric circles on my
esophagus / lust turns purple prose, the immortal hunger in spring-water
 
crystals, my last throat bare / there is not a war not fought for you, there is
not a jealousy reigning beyond your sky / fingers-crossed for the bloodshot
 
kill / statue of Behn’s god crumble beneath my skin, wings sheared
into the essence of death. i opened a box five summers ago
 
and it has since become my casket. two ruins kiss through ages, when
have we heard this story before? / brunette-hair of a dreamer,
 
the oracle in your wrist, telling you to only finger me with leather gloves on.
gold drips from your pregnant stomach. pepto bismol flesh under baptized
 
tongue / to love and unlove you, veins plucked like bowstring / you cut
another bullseye between my thighs; i plant another diamond in your hair.

FOR GIRLS WHO
BITE



june
A L E E N A  R O S E

When the heat of the day ebbed and I chased the sunlight down the hill to the beach, my
lover showered me with a spray of salt from the sea. A thousand embraces from
something that was much richer below the surface. That was my love, as hidden and
wondrous as he liked to be. 

Above my head, a seagull cried. I ran after her call, kicking aside sand and shells that had
lain asleep since the previous dusk. The sea shoved her hands against me, sweeping
against the fabric of my gown and swirling around my ankles as I crashed through her
waves. Blues–an eternity of them, all falling from one shade into the other as they
rushed for the land. 

I was to meet him here, he said. Under the unforgiving touch of hungry waters, where
the universe could question nothing but us. Question; how peculiar could it be that two
creatures fell into such a void? Holding each other's hands, without breaking the bones
from the very fury of their existence? 

The sea, though, was our resting place. Our birth place. The very center of it all, where
our lives blossomed and then withered in the snap of a finger. Mystique held it all
together, the sort of warm, sweet relief that came with the kind air of summer. I could
never come to him in the winter. The sea was bitter then, and gnawed at my skin with
wrathful teeth that seemed to reach my bones. Not in the summer. In June, under broad
skies and a breeze that tasted of the forests further inland, the sea wept as we found each
other's hands again. 

He was small, in the grand scheme of things. Forgettable. There one moment, and a
speck stained against the horizon in another. He was warm against my touch, and gentle
to my heart, and a storm to my mind. 

The kind of storm that coaxed me further into the sea, to dip my toes just past the point
where the floor dropped into the kind of abyss that meant eternity.

The wind toyed with shells and specks of weak sand, waiting for me to take the dirt road
back to the cottage overlooking the jagged cliffs. The wind didn’t understand that the
cottage could wait, but the sea couldn’t. The blossom taking shape in my heart couldn’t,
and it ached. 



Colors took turns spreading their faces across the sky, lapsing from blues to hazy ambers
to a purple that burned against the stars so furiously, I feared it would chase my love
away. But he peered over the thin clouds, chasing them into an oblivion I didn’t care to
look for. The smile on my lips curved up, and up, and up, until it matched the wonderful
crescent of his body. The soft halo of light that crowned him like a second skin, forcing
my attention to him. His imperfections; the bumps, the ridges, the scars. 

The strength. The will to gradually extend his light to my hand, caressing my skin in a
way that winter had smothered. The way he could never truly reach me through the
windows of the cottage on the cliff. His body was a blessing upon my life that night, and
it touched the little flower in my heart that stretched with sudden interest. 

With one touch, it burst into a garden that consumed me from the inside out. The ocean
danced around my legs, and behind me, the stars wept. 

Winter had held a wall between us. The snow had blanketed his touch, covering it deeply
enough to starve me of the embers of his skin. It had thawed so wonderfully and trickled
out into the far sea, which had slowed. Held its breath. 

The night bowed to my lover and I as I dipped my lips into the brightest slivers of
moonlight and kissed him.



You’re two steps away on the waterfront,
three steps too far.
When you were no longer behind me the life
began to bleed out of me.
I’ll make a mess with my gloved hand,
furnish our love with warm clouds and spilt sand,
stifle the spirit of the night sky so I can call you
back, back behind me.

Who else can admire the scars on my back,
the scarlet slices infiltrating the precious ivory?
Would that I could make you love only me
and not the rest of the world,
adore the runes pencilled into my skin
and not the nocturnal birds.

You’re born of woman and fish,
sup on lemon curd in dim lit bars,
and somehow I still think I can pull you
away from these absurd little stars.
Can’t we hide our love under twin electric cars,
under the cool of my hat’s circular brim, your tail flapping in the wind?

C H A R L I E  B O W D E N



THE ETHER
EFFECT

 
The high-tilled buzz of the jets drones by, filling ears and throats with noise. We settle,
feverish, amongst ourselves. Our hands loose and afraid.

When the plane takes off, we are one entity. A body bound in a blob of buoyancy. The
jets rattle, our seats quake. But when the rows have settled, the dust has fallen, the
engine noise has drowned into an ignored muffle: we separate.

When the blinds have come up, and we see where we are, we separate. Everything is
boundless in the ether.

The glass is cold and confining to the hesitant touch. The mist on its surface seems to
detach, it itself untethered by the ether effect, and curls around my wrist. The cotton of
the seats disintegrates loosely from its plastered hold; bits of its dander fluff float in the
reverie of the plane, where people are clutching onto their children and their lockets
and their photographs, those sentimental things buzzling with soul, those that float away
above the clouds.        

What most forget to watch is themselves. This is for a few reasons. 1: A person with a
loud soul cannot hear it escape in the drone of the engines. 2: A person with a dull soul
often forgets it is there. Then there are those who feel it.

It starts like the drop of a heinous roller coaster. The body is left behind, the seat of the
coaster, pressed into its seat like the sharded shrubbery one might push back to retrieve
their tangled scarf. The soul, then, is the scarf.

It does not release mangled. It lifts like soup in a spoon. Like mist from a rain-soaked
cloud. Like perfume lingers in the air after the wearer is freshly squeezed.

I reach out for it. It escapes in a blunder of pinks and golds, these lightweight colours it
tints itself in when it is feeling especially rebellious and new. I, not like many, know my
soul. I know the wafts and scents that pull it from my clutching limbs. The things that
excite it. I know what frightens it. The darks and viles that keep it shrivelled inside. I
know my soul, and I know I am one, not of many, who can say this.



Knowing my soul does not keep it in my grasps. As the plane lifts into this space above
the clouds, my soul plasters itself into the glass of the window, it shivers in delight, like a
trembling silk scarf, cold and yet shielding. It wants.

It wants what everyone wants when they sit in the window seat of a regular-class
airplane, wants what the business class and the first class passengers are too haughty to
recognize, or too smart, it wants to taste the mist-heavy clouds, the sharpness of the air,
the freedom of flying. If it goes now, I don’t know when I’ll see it again.

But it always returns.

In the seat ahead of me, a man wrangles with his soul. It is twisted in shades of blues and
reds; a unique contrast I have not seen in many. It is battling for a taste of the clouds, or
maybe the misting mistress of air the ether offers. But judging on its wrestling form, I’d
assume it yearns the flight of freedom, the chance to emerge from its body in all its
coloured glory. A chance to show itself.

When we have settled below the clouds again, the plane gleaming in refracted sunlight,
the gold glow blobbing over seats and skin and soul-less smiles, they return. The frozen
mist from the windows refreezes against the glass, no longer curling like a friendly
snake around my neck and shoulders. The cotton of the seats once again tethers to the
seams. Special things, the ones buzzling with souls, the amulets holding special people,
the gifts with meaning, they float back down into waiting arms. Lastly, always lastly, I
watch the bodies, their necks craned, heads tilted back, as their souls, free-spirited again,
stretched out and sated, blend back into them. I like to fly for this reason. For this
moment, in the reactive boundless surface of the clouds.

There is no magic music or fluttering feeling. Just the sense that they are whole again.
Those who had panicked have settled, returned to their otherwise grumpy state.

I am not worried when my soul takes a while. When I am the only one left in this greyed
state. I know it will return. It always does.

And then, from the tilting light by the windows, I see it. All glimmering in stardust and
sparkly water from the trenches. It does flips and swerves and bobs about, collecting
cloud-dust on its merry way, dancing like it only can outside of me.

When it returns, I feel the same. There is no warm light or sweet sensation. Nothing like
you’d expect from the fairy-tales. Except that when it does come back, things are a little
clearer.

The sun-glow is richer on my skin. The fumble of the clouds is more vivacious than
before. The peak of the mountainsides as we soar above them is suddenly inviting and
treacherous. And his smile across the aisle, that I have been ignoring for some time, is
newly kind and special.



your ugliest
cousin

R O B I N  K I N Z E R

The rain crushes its way to the ground,
slicking the pavement breathlessly black.
Above me, a street lamp leans lazily into 
the storm. The raindrops burst open

in its light, hundreds of tiny constellations
exploding before my eyes.  I have forgotten 
my umbrella, and lift my arms skyward.
I let the rain’s tiny feet kiss my cheeks.

Lightning scissors its way through the sky,
and for a moment, my face is luminous.
The thunder’s ferocious crack sounds 
like an old man bursting into laughter.

I did not leave my bed for ten years,
and thought this sort of thing was lost
to me, thought there would be no more
sunsets, no more storms.  I survived when 

nobody expected me to, least of all 
myself.  Now life is a crash course 
in blessings; each day more dizzying,
more humbling, than the one before. 

Here’s the thing about almost dying:
It brings you no closer to the secret 
of existence.  I don’t know why we’re here,
but I know this storm sounds like

a thousand tiny cymbals crashing 
to the ground.  And I know this lamplight
could turn even your ugliest cousin
into something exquisite and fierce.

Isn’t that enough?

C O N T E N T  W A R N I N G :
C H R O N I C  I L L N E S S



MEMORY
ONE KEEPSWhat is it to fall in love

If not a memory one keeps?
warmer than bodies,
Than earth and caskets, than ashes
From pier, 
Because the love I felt 
was a sketch in a lone room
Of perfection
And deception.

Would that fragment of paper
Survive better in some gallery
Under the moisture of stares bleeding into it,
Would it lose its colours?
Or should I embed those lines
In my heart, into my fragile body
Until the sketch intoxicates me, 

And it does intoxicate me,
It sings lullabies and funeral rites
In the same tone,
They say I am romancing a ghost,
But what is it to love if not a memory,
I had, I have 

And no, gravestones can't keep me
From tracing those same lines
Of smiles and wide tearing eyes.
Let the world call it madness

Because this painter knows
That we love memories 
In the name of living,
Not people 
But their ghosts
Sleep next to us
Every night
Because the memory
One keeps is the reality
They reject.



R O B I N  K I N Z E R

“(i do not know what it is about you that closes
and opens; only something in me understands
the voice of your eyes is deeper than all roses)
nobody, not even the rain, has such small hands”
e.e. cummings

C O N T E N T  W A R N I N G :
C H R O N I C  I L L N E S S

The first time I saw you, it was in silhouette, a quarter inch 
of red hair glittering from your scalp. Over-sized khakis
slung low on your hips, your shirt proclaimed: If we mate,
I’ll have to kill you. My stomach leapt in circles, frantic dolphin

discovering love at first sight. Twenty-six years later, we still email 
every day, sometimes two or three times in one humble twenty-four 
hour stretch. We send photos of gap-toothed nieces, frilled ferns,
favorite coffee mugs. Pink platform shoes. Garden carrots

that have grown into the shapes of human bodies. Twenty-six 
years into knowing someone, you develop your own private 
vocabulary. Oversized mugs of tea bear longing before
them. Platform shoes summon memories of matching,

knee-high vinyl boots; how we used to press them together
and laugh, say the squeaky sounds were our legs kissing.
Today, I write and say: Pull me off this pinwheel of symptoms.
Today, the pain is better; the nausea, far worse. Of all people,

you understand chronic illness, know the corners it creeps
into on good days, know the phantoms that come shrieking
back from those same dusty corners on really bad days.
I say pull me off this pinwheel, but immediately, my mind

spins the image into a carousel. I picture myself, pink hair 
streaming behind, clinging to a bronze pole, surrounded 
on all sides by unicorns and ponies, lifted high into the air.
Enter you. Hips wide, gripping ground beside the carousel.



You’ve tamed five dozen gleaming birds— robins, blue jays, 
grackles— taught them to wrap their beaks tight around rope.
You wait until just the right moment, spring into the air,
press your palest palm to mine, the color of skim milk.

(Our fair skin, one of a hundred reasons people suspected
us sisters, sometimes asking even after watching us kiss.)
Your hands have always seemed so small to me, recalling
the famous e.e. cummings poem. But they are certainly

not weak. Your palm latches to mine, fierce as iron 
or forge or womanhood. Hold on tight, you cry, voice
devoured instantly by the bird-made wind around you.
No matter. When your first love comes to pull you from 

a carousel of pain and nausea— you know exactly what to do.  
The birds lift us into the air, a stream of jewel-toned fluttering,
then carry us far, far away. Finally, deftly, they drop us into
a field of buttercups. Nausea gone, pain gone, we spend

the rest of the day sunbathing. Making buttercup bracelets,
necklaces. Crowns. By the time the sun has slipped from view,
we are superbly yellow, and I’ve drifted to sleep in your arms.
The next day, we raze the carousel to the ground.



tenancy
renewed

Y V E T T E  C H A N

My house is a head sitting above a giant’s shoulders. We move to their rhythm, and we move a lot. Every
step they take breaks a vase up here, every turn of their head prompts curtains to fly off their metal rods,
books to slide off the way defenseless leaves are whisked away by the smallest breeze. And thoughts that
prompt a head-scratching makes the entire house tremor. 

Most times, it’s a nightmare up here. Rooms change with the twist of the giants’ head, furniture slides
from one corner to the next. The kitchen is the living room. The bathroom an empty tank; shower gel
and towels, those flimsy things, they end up on the porch. The dining room is nonexistent, and I can’t
have nice china plates anymore. I eat as I cook to not spill the food because everyone knows
transportation is the most vulnerable part of any operation. I only drink from bottles, no more mugs or
cups. I live with the bare minimum. 

My room is more lived-in by wobbly tables and chairs nicked by falling vases, their legs no stronger than
toothpicks. These dismissive thoughts of I’ll fix it, I’ll fix it, I’ll get new ones linger for a day, but when I
wake up again, on the couch that’s become my bed, I’d forget. The door gets jammed by the chairs or
coffee table and the only things that enter and exit are the woodlice, but I’ll allow it since they own that
room more than I do. They probably have entire families in there, having moved in with the wood of the
house, hiding in the cracks between my floorboards and doors. It’s my room by name, but they’ve been
here for longer. I’m the invader messing up their house — their giant that controls their home. 

I sleep on the sofa that spends more time in the kitchen than where I envisioned it would be. It’s a two-
person piece, leather, blue in color, and like the waves that drift ships in and out of ports it slides in and
out the living room. I’m not opposed to this arrangement. The giant rocks me to sleep with every step
taken. 

Now that the living room is void of most furniture, I’ve picked up home-exercising again. My calves are
stronger than when I moved in, and five-year-old me, decked out in a leotard and ballet shoes, would be
proud of how well I balance on my toes. The stronger my toes get, the higher I can reach; the stronger
my legs get, the faster I can run. 

I miss the old window. Or rather, the decorations that used to breathe life to that corner of the house.
Plants in their suspended pots made friends with bees, butterflies, and other buzzing creatures the giant
did not like. Spring is silent now that the giant has ripped out the roots, smashed pots between diamond
fingernails, and scared away creatures of the daytime that find companionship in plants. In hopes of
those winged friends finding their way home again, I leave the windows open; in hopes of never feeling
disappointment, I dare not look out the window. I’ll let it flap and bang on their wooden frames, provide
music for the giant’s endless march and the source of my headaches. 



Sometimes, when the winds get restless, the giant shields their head. Their hands come up and bump the
house, and an earthquake follows when they rub their temples. The house shudders in response to the
winds, so it’ll be a typhoon atop an earthquake. Though, instead of hiding under steady furniture or
triangular structures, I stretch myself to hold the roof up. Use duct tape to secure the couch to the walls,
and skipping rope to tie together cupboard handles. The giant will bend down to take cover. They’d bend
so low I would see the ground through the windows — it’s still a way’s down, but it’s right there. The front
door is also right there. 

I'll have to tape my feet down to the carpet and the carpet to the wooden floor. Watch the woodlice panic
and scramble back into my room/their home.  
Hold my gaze at the front door,  
while the clicking of the locks entice me with their opal silver and cheery jingle. 

There’s a need to unlock it to make the house silent, 
play my part to cease the headache for the giant. 
But I'm selfish in the way that I put myself first,  
there's a need to keep my feet down — I’d melt them 
into the floor if I could. I’d duct tape my head 
if it meant blocking out decisions,
 
because I won’t be able to tell what I’d do if the door swings open: a straight line for me to fall through 
and forward.  



L Y R A  W E I

In a film, a seagull struggles
 through scaffolds in the heat–

claws torn from hanging on

to branches, tendons pulled 
apart by gravity, the restless flutter of feathers

smothered by a blanket

of netted wires. Next to it, another
 jumps, forgetting its wings. It was easy 

to sit in the former’s regrets, even easier

 to picture myself in the latter’s
body, until the birds around me,

one by one, started falling from the sky

like a shower of stones: no tightropes 
but their frames anchoring them down.

I used to say with certainty
 

 that I’m not afraid of flight,
but having learned

 the trust it takes to fall with grace,

the ease with which most things hug
 the ground, I think

I’m meant to lose myself, thrashing, in place.
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